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A new physical mechanism is suggested to explain the universal depletion of high meson excitations. It takes
into account the appearance of holes inside the string world sheet due to qq¯ pair creation when the length of
the string exceeds the critical value R1.1.4 fm. It is argued that a delicate balance between large Nc loop
suppression and a favorable gain in the action, produced by holes, creates a new metastable ~predecay! stage
with a renormalized string tension which now depends on the separation r. This results in smaller values of the
slope of the radial Regge trajectories, in good agreement with the analysis of experimental data of Anisovich,
Anisovich, and Sarantsev.
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Recently a number of radially excited mesons have been
experimentally observed @1–4# and it was discovered that for
excitations such as aJ(2P), v3(2D), and r(2D) their
masses are 100–200 MeV lower than the theoretical predic-
tions in different models, in particular in the relativized po-
tential model ~RPM! @5# and in the flux tube model @6#. A
K-matrix analysis of the Crystal Barrel data has shown that
the Regge trajectories as a function of the radial quantum
number nr continue to be linear up to high excitations such
as the four L states (nr50,1,2,3) and can be described by the
nr trajectory ~the radial Regge trajectory! @3#:
M 2~nr ,L !5M 2~0,L !1VLnr ~fixed L !, ~1.1!
where the slope VL was found to vary in the narrow range
1.15<V<1.30 GeV2 for different L-wave states.
In Ref. @7# the orbital excitations of the light mesons (nr
50, L<5) were studied in detail in the framework of the
QCD string approach @8# and the spin-averaged meson
masses M¯ (nL), the Regge slope aL8 , and the intercept aL(0)
were calculated analytically and expressed through a single
parameter, the string tension s , while the Regge intercept
aL(0) does not depend on s and is a universal number. The
calculated values of M¯ (nL), aL8 , and aL(0) turn out to be in
very good agreement with the experimental data. ~Note our
notation: a state denoted by nL has a radial quantum number
nr5n21, so the lowest state with a given angular momen-
tum L is 1L and has nr50.!
The situation appears to be different for the radial excita-
tions ~called also radials in what follows! calculated also for
the linear string potential ~or the linear plus Coulomb poten-
tial! with the same string tension. Thus the masses of the
radials obtained do lie on a linear trajectory Eq. ~1.1! which0556-2821/2002/66~3!/034026~11!/$20.00 66 0340has a slope that is practically independent of L, but its value
V0.2.0 GeV2 appears to be a factor 1.6–1.5 larger than
V~exp!, the value extracted from the experimental data @3#
~see Sec. II!. In particular, the masses of the second radial
excitations ~and even some first ones like 2D and 2F) are
100–150 MeV (nr52) ~50–100 MeV for nr51) higher
than M ~exp! from Refs. @1–4#.
This phenomenon, the lowering of the masses of the ra-
dials, was already discussed in Refs. @9# and @10# where it
was supposed that this effect is connected with the opening
of new channels, i.e., with hadronic shifts. However, had-
ronic shifts cannot produce the global, quantum-number in-
dependent shift down of all radials on the nr trajectory hav-
ing been observed in experiment. In particular it cannot
provide quite the same slope V in Eq. ~1.1! for different L,
since hadronic shifts strongly depend on the quantum num-
bers of a decay channel, the closeness to the decay thresh-
olds, the widths, and many other specific features of meson
decays @11#.
Thus a basic paradox of mesonic spectra is that there are
highly excited meson states with large width, implying
strong coupling to decay channels, which nevertheless lie on
linear Regge trajectories. This situation implies that first, the
string between a quark and an antiquark continues to exist up
to large energy excitations and can be as large as 2.5–2.8 fm
~see below!. Second, quark pair creation does not dominate
for such excitations, in particular the probability of string
breaking is not large. How to reconcile these conclusions
with strong decays ~large width! of the Regge-string mesons?
One can argue that pair creation is suppressed as 1/Nc at
large Nc . Moreover, in experiment this parameter appears to
be 1/10 rather than 1/3 for Nc53 which can be seen in the
width to mass ratio for large excitations. The present paper
suggests at least a partial answer to these questions taking as
a characteristic example the radially excited mesons and gen-©2002 The American Physical Society26-1
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good illustration to the paradox stated above.
So, to explain the ‘‘global correlated shift down’’ of the
radial excitations we suggest here an alternative physical pic-
ture, which in first turn takes into account the behavior of the
string in highly excited hadrons, and in addition the specific
character of the p-meson interaction with a light quark ~an-
tiquark! and the string connecting them.
In contrast to hadronic decays like r2r , r2a0 , v2v ,
etc., which may occur due to qq¯ loop creation inside the
string’s world sheet and subsequent string breaking, the p
meson, as well as other Goldstone particles, locally interacts
with a quark ~antiquark! sitting at the end of the string @12#
and therefore the string may not break due to the emission of
a p meson from a quark.
The same statement is true when the creation of a p me-
son is accompanied by a r , a0, or f 0 meson, since these
mesons are actually described by the remaining string in the
final state. Therefore it is natural to assume that below the
threshold of r2r , (v2v , etc.!, i.e.,
E thr.2M r6Gr>1.4 GeV, ~1.2!
the string effectively stays intact. When only channels like
(np)p ,(np)h ,p2r ,h2r , etc. are open, we argue that the
string between a light quark and antiquark is not modified by
open channels and has the same string tension s0
.0.18 GeV2 as the string between a static quark Q and
antiquark Q¯ . Then one can determine the characteristic size
of the string R1 which corresponds to the value E thr
;1.4 GeV:
s0R1.E thr or R1>1.4 GeV/s051.45 fm. ~1.3!
Thus our first assumption here is that up to distances
.1.4 fm the string potential is not distorted by meson de-
cays. This statement is in agreement with lattice calculations
where in the presence of dynamical fermions the static po-
tential appears to be the same as in the quenched approxima-
tion up to the separations of order 1.221.5 fm @13,14#.
For higher excitations, E*>E thr , the qq¯ pair creation in-
side the world sheet ~with the quantum numbers 3S1 and
3P0) is already possible and at first sight the problem is
becoming essentially a two- or many-channel problem. How-
ever, we shall assume and argue here ~see Sec. III! that up to
very high excitations, Ecr>2.5 GeV, i.e., in the range
1.4 GeV<E*<Ecr;2.5 GeV ~1.4!
and for the time extensions dT;1/G<1.0 fm, only virtual
loops or loops of small sizes are created. As a result the
probability of hadronic decays like M→r2r , v2v , is
small while with a large probability the string remains un-
broken. This assumption is necessary to explain the linear
character of the nr trajectories, Eq. ~1.1!, up to high excita-
tions of the order of 2.5 GeV.
However, in the presence of such virtual or small qq¯
loops the string tension is renormalized and becomes depen-
dent on the separation r. In the suggested picture ~when at03402small r, r<R1 , s5const5s0) the attenuation of the string
tension is being felt only at distances r>R1 and continues at
least up to the value R2;2.5 fm with s(R2)5s2. It is im-
portant that this ‘‘asymptotic’’ value s2 strongly affects the
slope V of the nr trajectory given in Eq. ~1.1!.
The most important feature of this picture is the existence
of a prehadronization stage in the range of string parameters:
R1;1.4 fm<r<R2;2.5 fm,
~1.5!
T<Tcr;1.0 fm,
where the string tension depends on r while at the same time
the string with large probability remains unbroken. The dy-
namics in this prehadronization region can be effectively de-
scribed in the one-channel approximation, taking into ac-
count virtual quark loops and the open hadronic channels
@mostly like (np)p , p2r , h2r , etc.# through a universal
dependence of the string tension on r:
s5const5s0 , r<R1 ,
~1.6!
s5s~r !, R1<r<R2 .
At the present stage of the theory the function s(r) is not yet
calculated in full QCD and therefore we formulate here the
problem in a different way: how to extract information about
s(r), or the string breaking, from highly excited meson
masses, in particular from the slope of the radial Regge tra-
jectories.
We shall show here that there exists a direct connection
between the slope V and the two most important features of
s(r): the value of R1 where the string tension is becoming r
dependent, and the value s2 which characterizes the string
tension in the region where breaking is already possible. In
lattice calculations a flattening of the static potential due to
qq¯ pair creation at r;1.221.5 fm seems to be observed
@14#, unfortunately, lattice points have very large errors and
at present definite conclusions about the exact value and
form of the static potential at large r cannot be derived from
lattice measurements.
We concentrate below on these considerations and suggest
a workable and simple model for the mesons of large size,
both radial and orbital ones, which yields meson masses in
good agreement with experiment. It will be shown that in the
proposed picture the linear nr trajectories with a rather small
slope, V.1.3 GeV2 (.1.5 GeV2 for the spin-averaged
S-wave states! close to the experimental numbers, can be
easily obtained.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the analytic
formulas for the Regge slope and the intercept for the linear
potential are derived and the masses will be expressed
through a single scale parameter—the string tension. It will
be shown that for the standard linear potential the slope V0
is a factor 1.6 larger than in experiment. In Sec. III the ef-
fects of qq¯ -pair creation ~unquenched situation! on the me-
son masses of large radii are discussed and in Sec. IV a
modified nonperturbative potential is proposed for which the
meson masses are calculated. In Sec. V the Regge slope and6-2
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conclusions and some prospectives are briefly discussed. In
the Appendix the results of the detailed calculations for the
meson spectra are included.
II. THE PROBLEM OF HIGH EXCITATIONS
FOR THE LINEAR POTENTIAL
In the QCD string approach the Hamiltonian is derived
from QCD under definite and verifiable assumptions. First,
the times and distances involved are considered to be larger
than the gluonic correlation length Tg : r@Tg (Tg.0.2 fm
in lattice calculations @15#!. This condition is always valid
for the light mesons having large sizes R>0.8 fm. Second,
the string ~hybrid! excitation scale is large, DM str>1 GeV,
and therefore in first approximation the meson and hybrid
excitations are disconnected.
Then the spin-averaged mass M¯ (nL) of the light meson
with arbitrary quantum numbers nL (L<5) are determined
by the following mass formula @7,8#:
M¯ ~nL !5M 0~nL !1Dstr~nL !1DSE~nL ! ~2.1!
where M 0 is the eigenvalue of the unperturbed string Hamil-
tonian HR
1 coinciding with the spinless Salpeter equation
~SSE!:
@2ApW 21m21V~r !#c~nL !5M 0~nL !c~nL !, ~2.2!
where m is the current quark mass taken here to be equal to
zero (m50). The potential V(r) contains in the general case
both a perturbative part, the Coulomb interaction VC(r), and
the nonperturbative string potential VNP(r) with a string ten-
sion that is in general dependent on the separation r @7#:
V~r !52
4as
3r 1s~r !r . ~2.3!
It is instructive to consider first a linear potential with s
5const5s0 with a mass formula that is more transparent
and can be presented in analytical form. In this case the
string correction was defined in @7,16#
Dstr~nL !52
s0^r
21&L~L11 !
8m0
2~nL !
52
2s0^r21&L~L11 !
M 0
2~nL !
, ~2.4!
where the following relations valid for the potential s0r are
used:
M 0~nL !54m0~nL !, ^s0 ,r&52m0~nL !. ~2.5!
The constituent mass m0(nL) was derived to be the average
of the quark kinetic energy operator @7,8#:
m0~nL !5^ApW 21m2&nL . ~2.6!03402From the definition Eq. ~2.6! it is clear that m0 depends on
the quantum numbers nL of a given state and can be ex-
pected to grow for high excitations.
An important contribution to the meson mass, Eq. ~2.1!,
comes from the nonperturbative self-energy term DSE(nL)
calculated in Ref. @17#:
DSE~nL !52
4s0h~ f !
pm0
52
16s0h~ f !
pM 0~nL !
, ~2.7!
where the parameter h( f ) depends on the quark flavor f and
can be calculated, see Ref. @17#:
h~nn¯ !50.90. ~2.8!
Here it is worth noting that the Coulomb corrections EC(nL)
to the light meson masses are small, uECu<100 MeV and
can be neglected in the first approximation. The results of the
exact calculations for a linear plus Coulomb potential, Eq.
~2.3!, will be presented in Sec. IV and in the Appendix.
The self-energy term enters the squared mass M¯ 2 in such
a way that it gives rise to an important negative constant C0,
C052
32hs0
p
~2.9!
so that the mass formula for the squared meson mass is
M¯ 2~nL !5M 0
22
4s0^r21&L~L11 !
M 0
2
32hs0
p
1
256s02h2
p2M 0
2 , ~2.10!
i.e., it is proportional to s and does not contain any free
parameter. In Eq. ~2.10! the contributions of the small terms
Dstr
2 and 2DstrDSE were neglected to show the most important
features of the meson spectra. On the contrary the term
DSE
2 >0.10 GeV2 is not small for any state and therefore is
kept in the mass formula ~2.10!.
An important next step refers to the approximation for the
eigenvalues M 0
2(nL) of the SSE valid for the linear potential
s0r:
M 0
2~approx!5@8L14pj~nL !nr13p#s0 . ~2.11!
This formula with j51.0 reproduces the exact values of
M 0
2(nL) with an accuracy better than 2% for all nL states
with the exception of the 1S and 1P states where the accu-
racy is 3–6 % @7#. In Eq. ~2.11! the coefficient j(nL).1.0
weakly depends on L and slightly decreases with growing
nr , e.g., for the 4S state j(4S)50.99 while j(4F)50.96. In
what follows in most cases we put j(nL)51.0.
Then with the use of the expression ~2.11! and redefining
the matrix element ^r21&5As0^r21&, where ^r21& is al-
ready independent of s0, one can rewrite the mass formula
Eq. ~2.10! in the following way:
M¯ 2~nL !5~aL8 !
21L1@4pnr1b~nL !#s0 , ~2.12!6-3
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L5aL8M¯
2~nL !1aL~n !, ~2.13!
the Regge slope ~in general nrÞ0):
~aL8 !
215s0@82d~nL !#
[s0F 82 A2^r21&~L11 !AL1 pnr
2
1
3p
8
G . ~2.14!
For the leading L trajectory (^r21&AL11; const) the
slope is given by the constant @7#
~aL8 !
215~6.9560.02!s0
or
aL85
1
6.95s0
50.80 GeV22 for s050.18 GeV2,
~2.15!
which is in good agreement with the experimental value
aL8(exp)50.8160.02 GeV22. For the orbital excitations
with a fixed nr.0, aL8(nr) appears to be a bit smaller since
for them d(nL) in Eq. ~2.14! is smaller, e.g., d(nr51)
50.8560.05 and d(nr53).0.50 while d(nr50)51.05.
Then for s050.18 GeV2
aL8~nr51 !51/@7.2s0#50.77 GeV22,
~2.16!
aL8~nr53 !51/@7.5s0#50.74 GeV22.
However, this slope gives larger values for the radial excita-
tions, e.g., M¯ (2P)51.8260.03 GeV while the expected ex-
perimental number is M¯ (2P)<1.7021.75 GeV @2,3#.
From Eq. ~2.10! it follows that the constant b(nL) in Eq.
~2.12! is
b~nL !53p2
32h
p
1
32h2
p2S L1 pnr2 1 3p8 D
. ~2.17!
As was stressed in Ref. @7#, for the b(1S) meson it is more
precise to use the exact eigenvalue with M 0
2(1S)59.967s0
instead of the approximation ~2.11! so that for the leading L
trajectory (h50.90) one finds
b~1S !53p2
32h
p
1
256h2s0
p2M 0
2
50.2571
256h2
9.967p2
52.365. ~2.18!
Then from the mass formula ~2.12! the intercept of the lead-
ing L trajectory,03402aL~M¯ 250 !52aL8b~1S !s0522.365/6.95520.34,
~2.19!
does not depend on the string tension and is a universal
number. With 10% accuracy it coincides with the experimen-
tal number aL(0)exp50.3060.02 @7#.
For nrÞ0 the intercept of the L trajectory is
aL~nr ,M¯ 250 !52aL8~nr!@4pnr1b~nL !#s0
52
0.2571
2.626
L1pnr/213p/8
14pnr
82d~nL !
~nrÞ0 !. ~2.20!
In the intercept ~2.20! the term b(nL) is small as compared
to 4pn ~the largest correction is for the S-wave states but
even then it is <10%) and can be neglected in first approxi-
mation. Then also neglecting d(nL) compared to 8 one ob-
tains
aL~nr!.2
pnr
2 , ~2.21!
which does not depend on L and s0. For the neighboring
intercepts the difference is equal to the following constant:
aL~nr11 !2aL~nr!52p/2521.57. ~2.22!
The magnitude of the intercept is rather large due to the
presence of the large number 4pnrs0 in the eigenvalue
M 0
2(nL) @or M¯ 2 ~2.12!#. Note that another large number,
3ps0, which is present in M 0
2(nL), is practically canceled
by the constant C0, Eq. ~2.9!, coming from the self-energy
contribution. Now one can present the masses of the radials
in the form of the nr trajectory Eq. ~1.1!:
M¯ 2~nr ,L !5M 2~0,L !1V0nr ~L fixed!, ~2.23!
where from the mass formula ~2.10! one finds for the linear
potential the following expression for V0:
V05@4ps0j~nL !#@12x~nL !#.1.9022.10 GeV2
for s050.18 GeV2. ~2.24!
x(nL)5@b(nL)2b(n11 L)#/4p .
In Eq. ~2.24! 0.95<j(nL)<1.05 and 0.05<x<0.10 for
all nL states (nr<4, L<4) so that V0 is only 5%–10%
smaller than 4ps0.
Thus for the linear potential we have obtained the follow-
ing.
~i! The masses of the radials lie on linear nr trajectories as
in Eq. ~1.1!.
~ii! The slope V0 does not depend on L ~with 95% accu-
racy! in agreement with experimental observations.
~iii! However, numerically the value of V0 turns out to be
.1.6 times larger than the value extracted from the experi-
mental data @3#.6-4
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mechanism which can be applied to highly excited mesons.
III. MESON MASSES AND QUARK PAIR CREATION
The effective Hamiltonian derived from the QCD La-
grangian with the use of the Fock-Feynman-Schwinger rep-
resentation @18# is based on the quenched approximation,
where the quark determinant is replaced by unity. Based on
the width-to-mass ratio and on the existence of linear Regge
trajectories for the mesons it is usually argued that the effects
of the sea quark loops coming from the quark determinant
cannot be large and are estimated to be around 10%. The
same estimate of this correction is obtained from lattice cal-
culations for the unquenched low-lying hadrons @19#. More-
over, lattice calculations of the QQ¯ static potential up to
1.021.5 fm do not show a significant difference between
quenched and unquenched calculations @13–20#.
It can be shown that the radial excitations and high orbital
excitations (L>4) have sizes exceeding 1.5 fm ~see Table I!
and therefore one should reconsider possible effects of quark
loops on the large-size mesons. A dedicated study on the
lattice @14# shows a flattening of the static potential or de-
creasing of the string tension at separations r.1 fm. How-
ever, at present lattice points have large errors at such dis-
tances, quickly deteriorating with increasing r and one
cannot extract the exact form of the static potential at large r
from lattice data.
Above the threshold of qq¯ pair creation the static QQ¯ pair
could decay into two heavy-light mesons with mass M HL
52mQ12EHL where EHL is the excitation energy of the
heavy-light meson which can be calculated in the framework
of the formalism presented in Ref. @21# and is found to be
EHL(as50)50.73 GeV and EHL(as50.39)50.53 GeV
for a b-quark mass mb54.8 GeV.
For the c quark with mc51.4 GeV the values are close:
EHL(as50)50.76 GeV and EHL(as50.39)50.58 GeV
are obtained @22#. So one can expect that for lighter quarks
ELL is also .0.720.6 GeV and the threshold of the qq¯ pair
creation inside the world sheet of the string to be M thr51.2
21.4 GeV in accord with the experimental r2r threshold
Eq. ~1.2!. Expressing this value in terms of the distance R1 :
M thr5s0R1 one finds the number
R151.321.5 fm
close to the value R1 in Eq. ~1.3!.
At this point one should stress that the phenomenon dis-
cussed, viz., the pair creation just on the string, does not
necessarily exhaust all possible meson decay mechanisms or
TABLE I. The light meson rms radii R(nL) in fm for the s0r
potential with s050.19 GeV2.03402the true hadronization of the mesons. Namely, as was shown
in Ref. @12#, pions are directly coupled to the quark ~anti-
quark! at the ends of the string and can be emitted from there
without breaking it.
Indeed, bosonization of quark degrees of freedom in Ref.
@12# leads to the following term in the Lagrangian in the
local limit:
DL (1)5E dtd3xFq¯ ~x !suxW ug5 palaFp q~x !G , ~3.1!
where the string starts from the antiquark position xW50; the
field pa is the octet of Nambu-Goldstone mesons, and Fp
593 GeV.
The same operator DL (1) between the quark bound states
can be rewritten with the use of the Dirac equation as fol-
lows:
DL (1)5gAq Tr q¯gmg5vmq , ~3.2!
with
vm5
i
2Fp
~u]mu
†2u†]mu !, u5expS ig5 pala2Fp D ,
gA
q 51.0. ~3.3!
From this expression one can see that DL (1) describes the
emission of an arbitrary number of Nambu-Goldstone me-
sons from the quark position and therefore may describe pi-
onic and double pionic hadron decays while the string plays
the role of a spectator and stays intact.
At the same time qq¯ pairs around the string ~sea quarks!
should be identified with the loops of the determinant which
can be written as @22,23#
ln det~m21D2!5E d4xE
0
‘ds
s
exp~2m2s !~Dz !xx
3expS 2E
0
sz˙ 2dt
4 D W~C !. ~3.4!
The integral (Dz)xx in Eq. ~3.4! is taken along the closed
loop C from some point x back to x and contains an integral
over loops of all sizes. Alternatively, one can separate the
quark determinant into parts of small and large eigenvalues
as in Ref. @14#,
det~A !5det IR~A !detUV~A !, ~3.5!
where detIR takes into account the small eigenvalues ~large
loops! ln<Lcut while detUV contains the large eigenvalues.
The latter correspond to the contribution of small virtual
loops which should be properly renormalized.
In the physical picture detIR corresponds to the chiral ef-
fects which disappear in det(m21D2) for large mq : mq2
@LQCD
2 together with the effects of large loops.
At this point it is important to stress that treating the reso-
nances as quasistationary states one should always consider6-5
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finite time extension T, T;1/G(nL);1 –2 fm.
For such finite times one can write a general expansion
for the original Wilson loop of the qq¯ meson with a pair
creation due to the quark determinant Eq. ~3.4! as follows:
^W~C !det~m1D !&5W0~C !1
a1
Nc
W1~C ,C1!
1
a2
Nc
2 W2~C ,C1 ,C2!1 ,
~3.6!
where the coefficients ai5O(1) and higher Wilson loops
Wi , i>1, are averaged products of the i11 Wilson loops,
i.e.,
W1~C ,C1!5^^W~C !W~C1!&&, W~C !5
1
Nc
Tr Wˆ ~C !.
~3.7!
It is clear that when T→‘ and r>R1 ~so that decay is en-
ergetically possible! the asymptotics of the right-hand side
~rhs! of Eq. ~3.6! is
exp~2srT !1
a1
Nc
exp@2T~M 11M 2!#
1
a2
Nc
2 expS 2T( M i D1 , ~3.8!
where (M i is the sum of the masses of the decay products
(i51,2 in the simplest case and i51, . . . ,k for meson decay
into k particles, etc.!. So, if T→‘ the resonances are dying
out and the second term in Eq. ~3.8! is dominant, which
means that only the products of meson decay are left.
However, for finite T.1 –2 fm the situation is different
and one can expect a delicate balance between the large Nc
limit ~suppressing qq¯ pair creation! and large times T ~pre-
ferring large internal loops!. This statement is the dynamical
basis of our main assumption about the existence of a spe-
cific state of the string with effectively a hole inside the
world sheet which obeys the area law with a reduced ~renor-
malized! string tension s*5s(r).
Thus we introduce the new concept of a transitional re-
gime which in terms of QQ¯ separations r refers to the region
R1<r<R2 ,
where R1;1.221.4 fm. R2;2.5 fm corresponds to high
excitations with energies E*;2.5 GeV.
In this region, due to relatively small quark loops and
correspondingly small holes in the string world sheet, the
string tension is nonperturbatively renormalized and de-
creases with growing r. While the loops are still virtual, their
presence does not lead to actual string breaking ~with appre-
ciable probability! even though the energy of the string for
r>R1 is sufficient for meson decay. We suggest here that03402only for much larger distances, r>R2.2.5 fm, the string
breaking happens with large probability.
A first argument in favor of this picture is that highly
excited mesons of large radii do exist and lie on the corre-
sponding linear Regge trajectories, while their characteristics
can be computed as in the QCD string approach, neglecting
decay channels. At the same time at such large distances the
string tension cannot remain intact and should be strongly
decreased by the appearance of holes inside the string world
sheet due to pair creation.
The second argument refers to the experimental informa-
tion about strong decay modes. The first strong decays with-
out Goldstone particles are observed only for f 0(1370)→r
2r and f 2(1565)→r02r0 decays in accord with our pic-
ture that s5const at distances r<R1 or excitations E*
<1.4 GeV.
For higher excitations, in the range 1.4 GeV <E*
<2.5 GeV, at present only several strong decays like
f 2(1640)→v2v ~seen!; p2(1670)→v2r ~branching
;2.7%), and f 4(2050)→v2v ~branching ;25%) have
been measured, and in all these cases the branching ratios of
decays without Goldstone particles are never large.
The third argument refers to the rms radii R(nL)
5A^r2&nL of the radials which are (nrÞ0) calculated for the
linear potential with s050.19 GeV2 ~see Table I!. @It is
worth noting that the numbers given for R(nL) represent the
lower limits of the true rms radii, since they correspond to
larger meson masses and the actual values of R(nL) are
about 20–50 % larger ~see Table VI!.# From the values of
R(nL) given here one can see that among the ground states
only the 1G state has R(1G).1.4 fm, while for the 2L and
the 3L states ~with the exception of the 2S state with rela-
tively small rms radius equal to 1.21 fm! R(nL) are in the
range
1.4 fm,R~2L !,1.8 fm ~nr51 !,
~3.9!
1.7 fm,R~3L !,2.0 fm ~nr52 !.
The values of M ~exp! for all states given in boldface in Table
I are shifted down compared to the theoretical values calcu-
lated with the same linear potential that gives a good descrip-
tion of the orbital excitations with nr50. This example
agrees with our estimate of the characteristic size R1
51.4 fm where the pair creation is beginning to affect the
string tension s(r).
The rms radii in Table I also show that even for the linear
potential R(nL)>1.90 fm for such states as the 3F states:
f 4(2290), f 3(2280), a4(2280), and a3(2310) @2#.
At this point it is important to stress the difference and
similarity of our approach with that in Refs. @9,10#. In both
approaches it is stressed that the qq¯ pair creation is respon-
sible for the renormalization of the string tension and there-
fore the unquenched string tension is lower than in the
quenched case. Moreover, in Ref. @10# as well as in the
present paper it is emphasized that even when level crossing
occurs, i.e., when V(r) equals 2M HL , the string potential
can be used throughout, only the string tension is renormal-
ized.6-6
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of this renormalization. We assume here that there exists a
universal ~quantum number independent! prehadronization
stage when small quark loops attenuate the string tension,
while one can still neglect the influence of specific decay
channels which produce the hadronic shift.
It was already realized in Refs. @9,10# that the very fact of
the occurrence of smooth Regge trajectories and ordered
hadronic spectra is difficult to explain if the hadronic shifts
are essentially important, since the latter depend on the con-
crete hadronic channels involved and vary irregularly from
channel to channel.
In the suggested picture due to the universal predecay
~prehadronization! stage with renormalized ~attenuated!
string tension not only can the spectrum be calculated, but
the notion of linear Regge trajectories, both radial and or-
bital, is kept intact.
IV. MODIFIED CONFINING POTENTIAL
From the physical picture discussed in Sec. III and the
Introduction it follows that up to the characteristic distance
R1;1.2–1.4 fm the string tension s is constant, while for
larger r it depends on the qq¯ separation as in Eq. ~1.6!. We
propose here the nonperturbative potential s(r) r with the
string tension taken in the following form:
VNP~r !5s~r !r ,
~4.1!
FIG. 1. Modified potential with parameters given in Eq. ~4.4!.
For reference a simple linear potential with s50.19 is also plotted.
TABLE II. The values of s¯ (nL) ~in GeV2) for the potential
V(r) Eq. ~4.1! with the parameters Eq. ~4.4! (s050.19 GeV2, as
50.30).03402s~r !5s0F12g exp@As0~r2R1!#B1exp@As0~r2R1!#G .
In the definition Eq. ~4.1! the constant g determines the
value of the string tension at large separations so that
s25s~r>2.5 fm!.s0~12g!. ~4.2!
Note that s0;0.18–0.19 GeV2 defines the common scale of
the modified string potential and can be fixed by the Regge
slope of the leading L trajectory.
In general our calculations are performed with the poten-
tial V(r), Eq. ~2.3!, containing the perturbative potential
VP(r),
VP~r !52
4as
3r , ~4.3!
where for the strong coupling constant the value as50.30 is
taken.
The best description of the meson spectra was obtained
for the following set of the parameters in s(r):
g50.40, R156 GeV21, B520.0, ~4.4!
while the values of s050.18560.005 GeV2 and as50.30
60.08 can vary in narrow ranges. In Fig. 1 this potential is
drawn for the parameters, Eq. ~4.4!, as50 and s0
50.19 GeV2.
At the distance R2(nL)52.5 fm the value s2
50.116 GeV2 turns out to be rather small, a value 40%
smaller than s050.19 GeV2.
The spin-averaged meson masses M¯ (nL) are calculated
solving the SSE Eq. ~2.2! with the modified potential V(r).
Their values will be given in the next section. Here only
some characteristic features of the SSE solutions for the
modified potential will be discussed.
TABLE III. The constituent masses m(nP) for the modified
potential Eq. ~4.1! with as50 and m0(nP) for the potential s0r
with s050.182 GeV2 in both cases.
nr 0 1 2 3 4
m(nP) 0.424 0.430 0.441 0.559 0.616
m0(nP) 0.451 0.582 0.697 0.787 0.872
TABLE IV. The spin-averaged meson masses of the nS states
~in GeV! for the modified potential V(r) Eq. ~4.1! with the param-
eters Eq. ~4.4!, as50.30 and s050.19 GeV2. The numbers in
brackets correspond to the Cornell potential Eq. ~5.1! with the same
as50.30 and s050.19 GeV2.
nS 1S 2S 3S 4S 5S
M¯ (nS) 0.618 1.400 1.868 2.176 2.502
~0.673! ~1.520! ~2.122! ~2.602! ~3.006!
M¯ (nS)exp 0.612 1.4160.02 p(1.80) r(2.15)6-7
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with the parameters Eq. ~4.4!, as50.30, and s050.19 GeV2 ~see caption of Table IV!.
nP 1P 2P 3P 4P
M¯ (nP) 1.190 1.715 2.090 2.388
~1.263! ~1.933! ~2.438! ~2.859!
M¯ (nP)exp 1.252 for M¯ aJ(1P) a1(1.70) a1(2.10) a1(2.34)
a2(1.75) a0(2.05) f 0(2.34)
1.245 for M¯ f J(1P) f 2(1.65) f 0(2.095)First, the average values of the string tension s¯
5^s(r)&nL turns out to be almost constant for the ground
states (nr50, L<3), while for the radials with nr>2 s¯ is
already 20% smaller, see Table II.
Second, the kinetic energy and therefore the constituent
quark mass m(nL) does practically not change for the
ground states in contrast to the high excitations where the
string size is growing and the quark kinetic energy is becom-
ing significantly smaller. In Table III m(nP) for the nP
states for the potential Eq. ~4.1! with as50 and the linear
potential s0r are compared ~in both cases s0
50.182 GeV2).
From Table III one can see that for the 4P(5P) states the
difference between the constituent masses is large and
reaches ;30%. Note that for the modified potential the re-
lations ~2.5! are not valid anymore and
^s~r !r&nL.2m~nL ! ~4.5!
and therefore in this case the string correction Dstr is given
by a more general expression than in Eq. ~2.4! @7#,
Dst52
s¯ ^r21&L~L11 !
m6m1^s~r !r& . ~4.6!
Also in the self-energy term DSE(nL) Eq. ~2.7!, s¯ must be
used instead of s0.
V. THE MASSES OF THE RADIALS
The masses of the radial excitations for the modified po-
tential, Eq. ~4.1!, with the Coulomb interaction included are
presented in Tables IV–VI for the parameters given in Eq.
~4.4!, as50.30, and the string tension s050.19 GeV2. In
all cases the calculated meson masses turn out to be in good
agreement with the existing experimental data.
The numbers in brackets in Table IV are the masses cal-
culated for the Cornell potential,03402VC~r !52
4as
3r 1s0r . ~5.1!
From a comparison of the numbers given one can see that
with the modified nonperturbative potential the mass of the
4S (5S) states appears to be 400 MeV ~500 MeV! lower
than for the Cornell potential Eq. ~5.1!, while for the 1S and
1P states the difference is only about 60 MeV.
We observe the same picture for the P wave and higher
excitations when already for the 2P (3P) states the spin-
averaged mass is .200 MeV ~350 MeV! smaller due to the
modification of the string potential @see Table V, where the
numbers in the parentheses are calculated with the Cornell
potential Eq. ~5.1! with the same as and s0#.
The calculated masses of the nS and nP states as well as
the nD and nF states ~see Table VI! appear to be in good
agreement with experiment. However, for the nD and nF
states a better agreement is obtained for smaller values of the
strong coupling constant and the numbers given in Table VI
refer to as50.21. This fact may be connected with a sup-
pression of one-gluon exchange for large-size mesons.
Thus one can conclude that due to the attenuation of the
string tension in the potential Eq. ~4.1! the masses of the
radials turn out to be .100–200 MeV ~for the 2L states!,
.300 MeV ~for the 3L states!, and .350–400 MeV
smaller than for the standard linear potential. It is of interest
also to compare the rms radii R(nL) of the radials for the
modified potential ~see Table VII! with that for the s0r po-
tential given in Table I.
From this comparison one can find out that the size of the
2P mesons is changing from R(2P)51.31 fm to 1.74 fm
while the mass M¯ (2P) is shifted down by about 200 MeV.
From Table VII it is also seen that for the modified potential
highly excited radials, like the 3P mesons, have very large
rms radii .2.5–2.8 fm, in particular the experimentally ob-
served mesons r(4S) and aJ(3P) have R(nL)
;2.5–2.6 fm.TABLE VI. The spin-averaged meson masses ~in GeV! for the nD and nF states for the potential V(r),
Eq. ~4.1!, with the parameters Eq. ~4.4!, as50.21, and s050.19 GeV2.
n 1D 2D 3D 1F 2F 3F
M¯ (nD) 1.628 1.973 2.290 1.926 2.214 2.480
M (exp) p2(1.67) p2(2.0) p(2.25) a4(2.01) a4(2.26) –
r3(1.69) r3(1.98) r3(2.30) a3(2.03) a3(2.28)6-8
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There are not many radial excitations with well estab-
lished masses which are included in the Particle Data Group
~PDG! compilation @1#. Most radials were observed in the
BNL and Crystal Barrel experiments and discussed in many
papers for the last five years ~see Refs. @2–4# and references
therein!. Here we present the values of the slope V defining
the nr trajectory, Eq. ~1.1!.
Since we have calculated here only the spin-averaged
masses of the radials, correspondingly just for them the nr
trajectory, Eq. ~1.1! will be calculated below. Although in
many cases there exists a large uncertainty in the values of
M¯ (nL) we give below in Table VIII several well established
masses taking into account that the spin splittings are small.
Then taking the difference between the neighboring M¯ 2
values one can calculate the values of V in Eq. ~1.1!:
Vexp~S !51.6460.11 GeV2,
Vexp~P !51.3560.25 GeV2,
~6.1!
Vexp~D !51.2160.16 GeV2,
Vexp~F !51.2160.08 GeV2,
which in some cases have a rather large experimental error,
but for LÞ0 practically coincide with the value V
51.15–1.30 GeV2 obtained in Ref. @3#. Unfortunately,
among the nS states the very important ones r(3S) and
p(4S) are still not observed and the known value of
Vexp(nS) obtained from the difference of M¯ 2(2S) and
M¯ 2(1S) appears to be 20% larger than in Ref. @3# and close
to our number Eq. ~6.3!.
TABLE VII. The rms radii R(nL) ~in fm! of the nL states for
the potential V(r), Eq. ~4.1! with the parameters ~4.4!, as50.30,
and s050.19 GeV2.03402From the meson masses given in Tables IV–VI one can
calculate now the theoretical values of the slope V th taking
for the mass M¯ 2(1L) with nr50 in Eq. ~1.1! the experimen-
tal number. Then one finds
V th~P !51.3860.05 GeV2, ~6.2!
V th~D !51.2960.06 GeV2,
V th~F !51.2260.13 GeV2.
However, for the nS radials the slope was found to be
slightly dependent on nr ,
V th~S !51.6021.45 for nr50,1,2, ~6.3!
which is close to the experimental value Vexp51.6
60.1 GeV2 obtained for the first excited state, while for
higher S excitations V th was found to be ;15% smaller and
equal to
M¯ 2~4S !2M¯ 2~3S !52.18221.87251.26 GeV2. ~6.4!
We can conclude that in the physical picture where the con-
fining potential is modified due to qq¯ pair creation, the slope
V is decreasing from a value ;2.0 GeV2 for the standard
linear potential to values in the range 1.2–1.35 GeV2 for
mesons with LÞ0.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered here the light meson orbital and ra-
dial excitations using the effective Hamiltonian derived from
QCD under definite and verifiable assumptions. In the QCD
string approach the spin-averaged meson mass M¯ (nL) can
be calculated through the only scale parameter—the string
tension and does not contain any arbitrary subtraction con-
stants, since nonperturbative quark mass renormalization is
taken into account as in Ref. @12#. The suggested formalism
allows us to resolve three old painstaking problems: ~i! to
determine the origin of the constituent mass for a light quark
which is derived to be the average of the quark kinetic en-
ergy operator and can be computed through the string ten-
sion; ~ii! to obtain the correct slope of the Regge trajectory
when the string moment of inertia is taken in account; and
~iii! to obtain the correct absolute values of the light meson
masses and as a consequence the correct value of the
L-trajectory intercept ~which refers to the spin averaged me-
son masses!. The use of the L trajectories is very convenient
since they are universal, i.e., in the closed-channel approxi-
mation they are the same for isovector and isoscalar mesons.TABLE VIII. The experimental spin-averaged masses of the radials.
L 1S 2S 1P 2P 3P 4P
M¯ (nL) 0.612 1.4260.04 1.2560.05 1.7060.05 2.0760.03 ;2.34
L 1D 2D 3D 1F 2F
M¯ (nL) 1.6760.02 2.0060.02 .2.30 2.0260.01 2.3060.016-9
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orbital excitations with nr50 when for the linear confining
potential the string tension was taken constant. However, in
an attempt to describe the radial excitations one encounters a
serious problem—the Regge slope of the nr trajectories cal-
culated with the same potential appears to be 1.5–1.7 times
larger than in experiment.
This phenomenon, the lowering of the masses of the
highly excited mesons, is connected in our picture with the
large sizes of the high excitations, which can be as large as
2.5 fm and lead to the formulation of the concept of the
predecay ~prehadronization! region where due to the qq¯ pair
creation the string tension is attenuated at separations r
>R151.2 fm–1.4 fm. In this physical picture it is impor-
tant to take into account the specific character of the
p-meson interaction with a light quark which occurs at the
end of the string; therefore, the string does not break due to
the p-meson emission and this fact reconciles a high prob-
ability of pionic exchanges for the mesons with the existence
of linear Regge trajectories.
The explicit and very simple model of the modified con-
fining potential where the string tension depends on the sepa-
ration r for r>R1, allows us to obtain the masses of the
radials in good agreement with experiment and may be con-
sidered as an explanation for the observation that the masses
of high excitations are lowered. In particular the centers of
gravity of the 2PJ and 3PJ multiplets appear to be lower by
.200 MeV and .350 MeV, respectively. The slope of the
nr trajectory V (LÞ0) is found to be 1.35–1.22 GeV2 in
agreement with the analysis in Ref. @3#. For the nS states the
calculated slope is found to be larger, V;1.5 GeV2. The
mechanism of reduced string tension has a universal charac-
TABLE IX. The eigenvalues of the SSE, Eq. ~2.2!, in GeV for
the Coulomb plus modified confining potential, Eq. ~4.1!, with the
parameters Eq. ~4.4!, s050.19 GeV2, and as50.30 (L<4, nr
<3).034026ter and does not depend on the quantum numbers and con-
crete positions of open thresholds in meson decays.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR THE SOLUTIONS
USING THE MODIFIED LINEAR POTENTIAL
Here we present some characteristics of the SSE solu-
tions, Eq. ~2.2!, for the modified confining potential, Eq.
~4.1!, needed to calculate the spin-averaged meson masses.
The eigenvalues of Eq. ~2.2! for the potential, Eq. ~4.1!, plus
the Coulomb potential with parameters, Eq. ~4.4! and s0
50.19 GeV2 are given in Table IX for the S- and P-wave
mesons (as50.30), and in Table X for the D and F mesons
(as50.21).
We give also the constituent masses and the matrix ele-
ments ^r21& entering the string corrections Dstr(nL) and
DSE(nL) while the average values of s¯ 5^s(r)&nL are given
in Table II.
We would like to note that for the modified confining
potential the constituent mass grows by only about 15% for
the D-wave states and about 25% for the P-wave states, in
contrast to the situation for the standard linear potential ~see
Table III! where this growth is substantially larger. Also the
matrix elements ^r21& for the nD states with nr51,2,3 turn
out to be equal within 2%.
TABLE X. The constituent masses ~in GeV! and the matrix
elements ^r21& ~in GeV21) for the P and D waves for the same
potential as in Table IX.
nr 1P 2P 3P 4P
m(nP) 0.464 0.484 0.535 0.587
^r21& 0.250 0.203 0.180 0.168
1D 2D 3D 4D
m(nD) 0.526 0.527 0.529 0.620
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